
WOODKIRK  ACADEMY SCIENCE

YEAR 6 TRANSITION LESSON



WELCOME TO SCIENCE

At Woodkirk we split science into three main areas, Biology, 

Chemistry and Physics.

Then we split each science into smaller 4 lesson topics.

In this presentation you will get an idea of the sort of things 

we cover in each science. 



BIOLOGY

Here we will study living things

The environment they live in

The processes that help keep them alive



CHEMISTRY

Here we will study materials

Their properties

how they react with each 

other



PHYSICS

Here we study forces and 

energy

How and why objects move

How forces like electricity 

and magnetism work

What light is 



A BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT

Making water travel through 

capillary action

Capillary action is vital for plants. It helps them 

move water from the roots to the leaves.

Paper towels are designed to pick up spills quickly, absorbing lots of 

liquid with only a few sheets. But what is it about paper towels that 

makes them so absorbent? The answer is, in part, capillary action.

In this experiment, we’ll observe how capillary action works to make 

paper towels efficient. Using nothing but paper towels and the 

principles governing capillary action, we’ll make water travel from 

one container and into another.



If you don't want to try the experiment yourself watch 

this video clip. It has ideas for a slightly different 

method too.

• Walking water rainbow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2Jud7F478I%20


DIRECTIONS

• 3 containers (cups or jars)

• Water

• Paper towels

• Food coloring

• 1.Line up the three containers. Fill the two containers on either end about ¾ full of water. Add several drops of food coloring to each 

of the jars. Whatever color you use is up to you, but the effect works best if the two colors combine to make a third color. (For 

instance – yellow and blue make green.)

• 1.Fold a paper towel in 4 lengthwise. Place one end of the folded paper towel in one of the containers filled with coloured water 

(make sure the end is immersed in the water) and let the other end hang into the empty container. Repeat using a second paper

towel and the remaining filled container.

• 1.Let the containers sit for four hours. Check them after 1 hour, 2 hours, and 4 hours. What do you see?



What’s happening?

Paper towels are highly porous. These pores 

function like tiny tubes, or capillaries, to draw up 

water. Two properties allow this to happen. 

The first is adhesion. Water molecules are attracted 

to the walls of the capillaries and “stick” to them. 

This is enhanced in our experiment because paper 

towels are made of cellulose molecules that are 

highly attractive to water. 

The second property is cohesion. The water 

molecules like to stick to each other. Together, these 

two properties allow the water to “travel” along the 

paper towel against gravity, moving out of one 

container and dropping into the other.



WERE YOU PAYING ATTENTION!

Click for the answers

• Capillary action helps plants carry water from their 

roots to their leaves

• Porous means the paper has lots of tiny holes.

• Cohesion means the water particles stick to each 

other



A CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENT

Cabbage chemistry

Follow these instructions 

to learn about acids and bases 

using red cabbage.

Safety: This activity requires the use of a knife, poisonous 

chemicals and hot water. Ask an adult to assist you. Always 

follow the safety advice on the products you are using.



If you don't want to try the experiment yourself watch 

this video clip. It has ideas for a slightly different 

method too.

• Silly Simon Cabbage 

Experiment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Am86_N752RA&t=111s


YOU WILL NEED
• fresh red cabbage

• sharp knife

• cutting board

• hot tap water

• 7 clear plastic disposable cups

• 7 plastic spoons

• large plastic bottle

A Range of the household substances which may include:

• strongly acidic, e.g. powdered toilet cleaner

• acidic, e.g. vinegar, lemon juice, white wine, lemonade or citric acid

• weakly acidic, e.g. cream of tartar

• neutral, e.g. pure water, shampoo or baby shampoo

• slightly basic, e.g. bicarbonate of soda

• basic, e.g. milk of magnesia, washing soda or floor cleaner

• strongly basic, e.g. dishwasher liquid or powder



WHAT TO DO

• Using a sharp knife and cutting board, finely slice three or four red cabbage leaves.

• Place the cabbage leaves in the plastic bottle, half fill the bottle with hot water and screw 

the lid on tightly.

• Shake the bottle for a few minutes until the water becomes a deep purple colour. Leave 

the solution to cool.

• Strain the solution and add sufficient water to the solution to make about 1 L.

• In each of the cups, place a small amount of one of the above household substances in 

the following order: strongly acidic; acidic; slightly acidic; neutral; slightly basic; basic and 

strongly basic.

Now half fill each cup with the red cabbage water and stir the solution. If arranged in order, 

the jars should display a spectrum of colours from cherry red (strongly acidic), pink-red 

(acidic), lilac (slightly acidic), purple (neutral), blue (slightly basic), green (basic) and yellow 

(strongly basic).



What’s happening

• The things we eat and drink are all acidic, and the things we use for cleaning are basic. This is because basic substances taste

unpleasant, but a cleaning agent usually needs to be basic to remove dirt and grease.

• Acids

• Acids are a very common group of chemical compounds, many of which occur naturally. Acids can be strong or weak.

• Citric acid, which occurs naturally in lemons, is a weak acid. Hydrochloric acid (used for soldering) and sulfuric acid (battery acid) 

are very strong acids.

• Bases

• Bases (often called alkalis) are another group of chemical compounds that have different chemical properties from acids. When

bases and acids are added together, they will neutralise each other’s properties.

• We describe whether things are acidic, basic or neutral by using a scale called the pH scale. The pH scale ranges from zero to 

14. A substance with a pH of:

• 0 is a very strong acid

• 3 – 5 is a weak acid

• 7 is neutral

• 8 – 9 is a weak base

• 13 – 14 is a very strong base.



WERE YOU PAYING ATTENTION!

Click for the answers

• Indicators change colour in acids or bases

• Acids are the group of chemicals that taste like 

lemons and have pH numbers of less than 7.

• If the pH number is over 7 the chemical is called a 

base



A PHYSICS EXPERIMENT

Cotton Reel  Racers

Do not worry if you haven't got the

exact equipment in the instructions.

You can try with different materials.



If you don't want to try the experiment yourself watch 

this video clip. It has ideas for a slightly different 

method too.

• Wind Up Racers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBiaJkT_cGk


YOU WILL NEED

• Cotton reel

• Elastic band

• Stick eg. skewer or pencil

• 1x match stick

Or similar items for example 

lolly sticks



What you do

• Break the match at both ends (don’t snap it) so it makes a U 

shape.

• Put the elastic band over the broken stick and thread the band 

through the cotton reel.

• Place the skewer/pencil through the end of the elastic band.

• Wind up the end of the elastic band with the skewer and let it go, 

watch your cotton reel move!

• If your car isn’t moving, try pulling the stick away from the cotton 

reel to stretch the elastic band and reduce friction.



Whats Happening?

• When you wind up the elastic band 

it begins to store energy.

• When you let go, it starts to untwist, 

but because of the skewer it can’t 

untwist fully.

• This makes the other end of the 

elastic band start to untwist, and 

because the broken match stick is 

attached to the cotton reel, the reel 

turns with the elastic band!



WERE YOU PAYING ATTENTION!

Click for the answers

• The wound up elastic band stores energy

• As the elastic band unwinds stored energy is turned 

into movement

• Friction is the force that stops you racer from moving 

quickly



Goodbye from

The Woodkirk Academy Science Department

We hope you enjoyed these science activities 

and we look foward to seeing you in Year 7


